Data Handling
1)

Find the mean, median, mode and range for the following sets of data:

a)

4, 5, 1, 9, 5, 2, 9

b)

-2, 8, 0, 5, 4, -9

c)
Number of Children

Frequency

1

8

2

12

3

3

4

2

2)

3, 4, 8, 10, 12 and 𝑥 all have a mean of 7.
Find the value of 𝑥

3)

Below is given a frequency table for the favourite ice cream flavour for 20 people
Flavour

Frequency

Chocolate

4

Vanilla

2

Strawberry

5

Peanut Butter

9

Find the angle for each flavour’s sector, and draw a pie chart.
4)

A pie chart is drawn to the
right to represent the results
when 18 people were asked
for the favourite punk band.
Find the number of each
response

The Infested

Streetlight Manifesto

NOFX

Brand New

Probability

1. A card is taken at random from a standard pack of 52 playing cards. What is the probability that the card is:
a) a seven
d) a red King

b) a Diamond
c) not a Spade
e) a King, Queen or Jack e) a black Jack?

2. A shop sells in T-shirts in blue, red or green. They come in three sizes; small, medium or large.
a) Write a list of all the possible combinations.
b) What is the probability that a randomly selected T-shirt is medium and blue?

3. Two fair dice are each renumbered so that they contain the numbers 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11 instead of the usual
numbers.
a) Draw a sample space diagram show all the possible outcomes when these two dice are rolled and the
scores are added together.
b) What is the probability of scoring a total of:
i) 6
ii) 12
iii) 16
iv) 11?
4. Two spinners, each marked 1-5, are spun and the totals added together.
a) Draw a table to show all the possible outcomes.
b) Find the probability the total score is:
i) an even number
prime number
iv) a multiple of 3

ii) an odd number

iii) a

v) a factor of 12.

Probability Trees
5. In a bag there are 4 red counters and 5 white counters. One is drawn, its colour noted and replaced before
another is drawn and its colour noted. Find the probability the two counters were different colours.
6. Three fair dice are rolled together. Use a tree diagram to find the probability of getting
a) 3 prime numbers
b) No prime numbers
c) Exactly two prime numbers.
7. There are 4 blue sweets and 6 red sweets in a bag. I take one out and eat it. I then take a second and eat it.
By drawing a tree diagram, find the probability that at least one of the sweets I ate was blue.

Data Handling
1a) mean=5 median=5 mode=5,9 range=8

b) mean=1 median=2 mode=none range=17

c) mean=1.96 median=2 mode=2 range=3

2) 5

3) choc=72 van=36 straw=90 pb=162

4) inf=4 sm=7 nofx=6 bn=1

Probability
1
1
3
1
3
1
1. a) 13 b) 4 c) 4 d) 26 e) 13 f) 26

2. a) SR, SB, SG, MR, MB, MG, LR, LB, LG b) 9

4. b) i) 25 ii) 25 iii) 25 iv) 25 v) 25

5. 9

13

12

11

9

11

1

5

1

6. a) 8

1

3

b) 8 c) 8

2

7. 3

1

1

1

3. i) 12 ii) 6 iii) 9 iv) 0

